Feasibility Study for the Future of Rosemary Pool

APPENDIX H
BORING LOCATION DRAWING TO BE FURNISHED

BY

OTHERS
### Boring Report

**C. L. Guild Drilling & Boring Co., Inc.**

**To:** Metcalf & Eddy, Engineers

**Proposed Wall:** Rosemary Lake — Needham, Massachusetts

**Scale:** 1" = 8 ft.

**Site Location:**
- **Boring No. 1**
- **Boring No. 2**
- **Boring No. 3**
- **Boring No. 4**

**Water Surface: 0.0'**
- **Sand, Gravel & Silt**
  - Odorous
  - Fill
- **Fine to Medium Sand Some**
- **Bilt Trace of Fine Gravel**
- **Very Fine Sand & Silt**
- **Fine to Coarse Sand Some**
- **Fine to Coarse Gravel**
- **Trace of Silt**

**Bottom of Boring: 21.5'**

**Required Depth:**

### Note
- Artesian condition from 15' to 21.5'

### Indicators and Footage
- Mud lost in this layer of soil
- Footage of boring this sheet: 43.0'

**WATER READING** indicates surface of water at completion of boring unless noted otherwise. Figures in 200 column indicate number of blows to drive 2" Split Sample 6 inches with 140 lb. weight falling 30 inches unless otherwise specified.

**Sheet: 2 of 2**

**Foreman:**

**Classification by:**

**Job No.:** B-5194